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OBJECTIVE: To determine the diagnostic accuracy of salivary MMP1 as non-invasive diagnostic biomarker of OSCC through
conventional sandwich ELISA technique. Analytical cross-sectional study.
METHODOLOGY: Individuals with clinical suspicion for OSCC (IWCS-OSCC) were included in the study after fulfilling
selection criteria. Saliva samples were collected from IWCS-OSCC. To confirm OSCC, the patients were referred for biopsy.
After definitive diagnosis on biopsy, patients were labeled OSCC positive or OSCC negative. The colorimetric sandwich-ELISA
test was performed on saliva samples to measure the level of MMP1. Data was entered in "Statistical Package for the Social
Sciences (SPSS) -16" and levels of MMP1 were correlated with the biopsy status of patient (OSCC positive or OSCC negative).
RESULTS: Our sample included twice as many males as females (2.1:1) and a wide age range of 22-77years with median
age of 50yrs. Of all the IWCS-OSCC 85% were OSCC +ve and 15% were OSCC-ve. Diagnostic accuracy was measured as;
Area under curve (AUC) = 0.623, Sensitivity (Sn) = 50%, Specificity (Sp)= 83.3%, Positive predictive value (PPV)= 94.4%,
Negative predictive value (NPV)= 22.7%
CONCLUSION: MMP1 as detected by conventional sandwich-ELISA technique is not proven as an accurate diagnostic
biomarker of OSCC.
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diagnose OSCC at an earlier stage.4 Although, biopsy is
considered as gold standard but it is a time consuming5 and
site specific procedure.6 Other issue associated with incisional
biopsy is increased chance of metastasis due to breakage in
tissue barrier.7 In addition to it, high-risk areas with DNA
mutation are not always evident on histopathology. So, these
factors increase the need of more efficient diagnostic marker
to prevent late and missed diagnosis of OSCC. 8
Salivary detection of diseases has advantage of
non-invasiveness, convenience and less discomfortness.
These factors make saliva as an efficient medium for the
detection of OSCC markers. Nosratzehi observed the levels
of MMP1 and other MMPs in saliva of OSCC patients and
came to a conclusion that further research is necessary to
determine relation between MMPs and OSCC.9
MMP1 is a soluble type of interstitial collagenase
responsible for the degradation of fibrillar- collagen-I, II
and III.9 In 2016, salivary MMP1 was introduced in "Taiwan's

INTRODUCTION

O

SCC is getting global attention for its increasing
incidence in youngsters.1 On a universal ranking
it is the 6th commonest malignancy.2 In Pakistan,
it is the 2nd commonest cancer in individuals more than 15
years of age.3
In routine, approaches to diagnose OSCC include
adequate clinical examination (CE) followed by histological
investigation of suspicious sites but they are not efficient to
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was excluded on the bases of history, CE & FOBT (sensitivity
>94.1% and specificity =87.5%).16 Endometriosis was
excluded in women < 40yrs of age, on the bases of history
of dysmenorrhea (NPV=84.2%) but all the women with age
>40yrs were included in the study because of very low
prevalence of endometriosis after 40.17,18
After informed consent, demographic data, as mentioned
in "results" section of article, is collected from patients.
After informed consent, patients were advised not to
take food for at least 1 hour before sample collection.
Unstimulated saliva was then collected by asking patients
to spit into a centrifuge tube. After collection, samples were
stored at 4°C for 2 hours. Samples were then centrifuged
for 10 minutes at 1,300 x g in centrifuge machine and
transferred into cryovials for storage at -80°C.11 Sandwich
ELISA was performed on saliva samples through MMP1
sandwich-ELISA kit by using microtiter plate washer and
reader machines.11,19
The ELISA protocol was followed according to the "user
guide" provided along with the kit by the trained staff. All
stored samples and kits were brought to room temperature
before performing the ELISA. All the samples were
pre-diluted to 80 folds before performing ELISA.Preparation
of standards.
Fifty Microliter of standard diluent was added in each
tube. Hundred Microliter of standard (1350 mg/L) was
Pipetted out in first-tube. From first-tube 100ml was transferred
to second-tube. Then 50ml was taken out from 2nd-tube into
3rd -tube and two more serial dilutions were prepared from
3rd-tube as below in fig-1.

Oral Cancer Screening Program" as a part of non-invasive
screening of OSCC.10 Stott-miller first time observed high
levels of MMP1 proteins in saliva of OSCC patients.11
Purpose of this study was to determine diagnostic
accuracy of salivary MMP1 as non-invasive diagnostic
biomarker of OSCC in Pakistani population by using
conventional Colorimetric MMP1 sandwich-ELISA Kit.
Saliva was chosen: 1) to identify lesions with suspicion of
OSCC at sites difficult to approach for biopsy and 2) to
prevent incisional biopsy induced chances of metastasis 3)
to avoid complications associated with medically
compromised individuals where risks after surgical
intervention were high. MMP1 was chosen for its emergence
as exceptionally strong biomarker to separate OSCC
cases from controls in study carried out by stott-Miller.11
In current study Colorimetric MMP1 sandwich ELISA Kit
was used to detect MMP1 in Pakistani population with the
aim of introducing it in community for screening of OSCC
if found accurate for diagnosis.
METHODOLOGY
In this analytical cross-sectional study, IWCS-OSCC12
were selected after ethical approval by IRB, letter
No.350/RC/KEMU, from Oral & Maxillofacial Surgery
(OMFS) Department, Mayo Hospital, Lahore after fulfillment
of selection criteria during the period of 6 months. Out of
one twenty IWCS-OSCC only eighty were included in the
study by computer generated random number table, using
SPSS-16 software. The patients were then referred to Oral
& Maxillofacial surgeon for biopsy. Histological confirmation
via biopsy was considered as "gold standard" internationally
for the confirmation of OSCC.6 So, the patients showing
histopathological findings of OSCC were labelled "OSCC
positive" and the patients without histopathological findings
of OSCC were labelled "OSCC negative".
Both male and female subjects of age range between
20yrs - 75yrs, visited Oral and Maxillofacial Surgery
Department, Mayo Hospital, Lahore and showing clinically
suspicion for OSCC, were included in study.
Patients who were not willing to become part of research
and showing following conditions with overexpression of
MMP1 were excluded from the study.
1- Endometriosis
2- Pyogenic granuloma
3- Pyoderma gangrenosum
4- Decubitus ulcers
5- Stasis ulcers
6- Colorectal adenocarcinoma.13-15
Pyogenic granuloma was excluded on the bases of history,
CE and histopathological investigation. Colorectal carcinoma

Fig-1: Protocol to Prepare standard solutions

Blank well was set separately (sample & HRP-Conjugate
reagent are not added in blank comparison well but other
each step operation is same). Forty Microliter of sample
diluent was added to testing sample well; 10ml of sample to
be tested was added (sample final dilution is 5-fold) and
mixed gently. Care was taken not to touch the well wall as
far as possible. After covering the wells the plate was
incubated at 37°C for half an hour.
Thirty-fold diluted wash solution was prepared by diluting
wash solution in distilled water. The adhesive strip was
uncovered and liquid was discarded. Pipetted washing buffer
19
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the cut-off value of MMP1 Concentrations for 80 samples
of IWCS-OSCC and it was observed to be 44977.78mg/l or
44977780 pg/ml (log-transformed value=7.65 pg/ml) as
shown in Fig-3. These values of MMP1 concentrations above
or equal to cut-off value were labeled as Positive for OSCC
and the values below the cut-off value were labelled as
Negative for OSCC.

to every well, still for 30s then drained, repeated 5 times.
Then the 50ml enzyme, HRP-Conjugate reagent, was added
to each well, except in the blank well. The plate was incubated
at 37°C for half an hour. Again pipetted washing buffer to
every well, still for 30s then drained, repeated 5 times. Then
50ml of Chromogen Solution A and 50ml of Chromogen
Solution B was added to each well and light exposure was
avoided for 15 minutes at 37°C. Then the reaction was
stopped by adding 50ml of "stop solution" to each well (the
blue change to yellow).
The plate was placed in microplate reader and absorbance
(optical density/ OD) was read at 450nm after pipetting "stop
Solution" within 15min.
"Microsoft office Excel" was used for the calculations
of ELISA test. Blank correction was done (OD of the blank
well was subtracted from the OD of all wells). Then the OD
values and standard concentrations were entered in Excel
file. Using "graph" option, standard curve was generated by
taking OD values on vertical axis and respective standard
concentrations on horizontal axis as shown in fig-2. "Straight
line regression" was applied on the standard-curve. By using
the Linear-regression equation, y=mx+b (m= slop, x= value
on x-axis, y=value on y-axis, b= intercept), "sample
concentrations" of MMP1 were calculated after putting their
respective OD values in equation.
Fig-2: Standard curve

Fig-3: Cutt-off value of Salivary MMp1 for edetection of OSCC

Diagnostic accuracy of salivary MMP1 was measured
in terms of AUC (as shown in Fig-4), Sn, Sp, PPV and NPV.
Cross-tabulation was generated between histopathological
diagnosis (HD) based OSCC +ve and OSCC -ve patients
and salivary diagnostic test (SDT) based OSCC +ve and

Demographic profile, histopathological findings on
biopsy report and, ELISA results after log-transformation
using Microsoft Excel were transferred to SPSS-16. Receiver
operating characteristic (roc) curve was drawn to measure
JPDA Vol. 30 No. 01 Jan-Mar 2021
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test as 50% & specificity as 83.3 % for the diagnosis
of OSCC. These findings support the study conducted
by Lallemant et al. who observed the detectable levels
of salivary MMP1 mRNA in only 20% patients of Head &
Neck Cancer (HNC) & 29% cases of OSCC. It was also
noticed that 9 out of 10 cases of HNC showing detectable
levels of salivary-mRNA, belonged to oral region as
well as no any control showed detectable mRNA levels.
These findings reveal lower sensitivity of this mRNA
marker in detection of OSCC but higher level of specificity
upto 100% .20
Stott-Miller et al. in 2011, compared the salivary
MMP1 levels of OSCC patients with the controls
(while the controls were comprised of patients with
non-premalignant or non-malignant lesions). He measured
the cut-off value of MMP1 (log transformed) as 7.4pg/ml
that was slightly lower than the cut-off value calculated
by us that (log transformed value) was 7.65pg/ml.11 He noted
the AUC for MMP1 as 0.845 (95% CI: 0.76-0.93). This
value of AUC marks MMP1 as a good diagnostic indicator
of OSCC.11 In our study, AUC was found to be 0.623
(95% Cl: 0.449-0.798) that depicts poor diagnostic accuracy
of salivary MMP1 in detection of OSCC. Stott-Miller et
al. used Chemiluminescent Sandwich-ELISA technique
(SearchLight® multiplex sandwich-ELISA proteome array)
for the quantification of salivary MMP1 while we used
colorimetric ELISA technique for this purpose. Samineni et
al. and Hatch et al. found Chemiluminescent technique
of Sandwich ELISA as a more sensitive approach than
the colorimetric Sandwich-ELISA technique.21 So the
main reason for this variation in results might be the difference
in ELISA technique used for the quantitative analysis of
MMP1.
In 2020, Chang et al verified the role of salivary MMP1
in OSCC by using the new in-house technique of ELISA
and found MMP1 as an efficient marker to separate OSCC
patients from Non-OSCC patients. According to Chang et
al, new MMP1 ELISA might be utilized as the supportive
tool to detect and monitor OSCC.22 Current study showed
significant association between salivary MMP1 and OSCC
but the diagnostic accuracy was not adequate to use it as
screening tool. One of the reason for this low diagnostic
accuracy might be the conventional ELISA technique used
to measure the Salivary MMP1.
In 2020, Nosratzehi et al compared means of salivary
MMP1 levels in three study groups i.e. OSCC group, Oral
lichen-planus group and healthy group and found no
significant difference in means of salivary MMP1 levels
among three groups9 that is contrary to our study showing
significant association between MMP1 levels and OSCC.
Current study shows the male-female ratio of OSCC

OSCC -ve patients, then the Pearson Chi-Square test was
applied to find out p-Value for the association between HD
and SDT.
RESULTS
Of all the IWCS-OSCC, 85% were OSCC positive and
15% were OSCC negative upon biopsy. In total 70% males
and 30% females participated in research. OSCC was found
to be more common in males than females with ratio of 2.3:1
Mean age of IWCS-OSCC, OSCC positive patients and
OSCC negative patients was 52±13, 53±13yrs and 46±12
years respectively. For OSCC positive males, age ranged
from 22yrs to 75yrs.For OSCC positive females, age ranged
from 27yrs to 75yrs. Buccal mucosa was the most common
site in our study while exophytic growth as the most common
pattern. Most of the patients presented with stage IVa (62.2%)
and WD grade (76.5%).
The observed AUC value indicates the poor diagnostic
accuracy of salivary MMP1 levels in detection of OSCC
as shown in table-1.
Table 1: AUC for salivary mmp1 concentration as
diagnostic marker

Relationship between HD and SDT was found to
be statistically significant, because p-value=0.032 is <0.05,
as shown in table-2.
Table 2: cross-tabulation between histopathological
diagnosis and salivary diagnostic test for OSCC.

*Relationship between HD and SDT was found to be statistically
significant, because p-value =0.032 was <0.05.

DISCUSSION
We found sensitivity of MMP1-salivary diagnostic
21
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technique" with more accurate measuring potential should
be experimented to ensure the levels of salivary MMP1 in
patients with or without OSCC. In addition, concomitant
use of salivary MMP1 with other markers should be tested
to look for any improvement in diagnostic accuracy. Salivary
MMP1 levels in different types of cancers should be tested
to find out its general or specific association with cancers.

as 2.1:1 that is higher than the ratio 1.4:1 presented by
Minhas et al.3 This variation in both studies may be the due
to the exclusion of females showing dysmenorrhea at age
<40yrs to avoid inclusion of endometriosis cases in current
study. On the other hand, Naseer et al. showed comparatively
higher male-female ratio 3.7:1 than that of our study.23 In
Pakistan where gender discrimination is obvious, females
are dependent on males to seek for medical healthcare.
Mostly they don't travel alone. So, the approach to seek for
oral healthcare is mostly influenced by the decision of male
family members to bring them hospital for oral examination.12
Remarkably higher male-female ratio in study carried out
by Naseer et al. might be the reflection of this fact and so
far the reason of difference in findings of both researches.
The age we observed for OSCC patients, ranges between
22-75years. Khan et al. in 2015 found the frequency of
OSCC in age-group <40yrs as 13.04%.24 We observed the
frequency of this cancer in these patients as 19.1%. In our
study, the prevalence of OSCC in young patients is found
higher when compared with other Khan et al.
Buccal-mucosa was the most common site of OSCC
in current study that supports the finding of Mirza et al.
showing buccal-mucosa as the most common site of OSCC
in Pakistani population25 while it was also observed to
be the most common site among NON-OSCC patients.
Minhas et al. found tongue as the most common site in
local-population of Lahore.3 The reason of this variation in
results may be due to the difference in predisposing factors
causing OSCC in different communities.
Two recurrent cases of OSCC were noticed in
data and all showed positive SDT. This finding supports
the relationship of recurrent cases with +ve SDT but
this observation was not statistically significant. So, the
result obtained might be by chance or the number of
recurrent cases were not sufficient to depict statistically
significant results.
Stage, grade, site, clinical pattern, histopathological
variant and age groups showed no statistically significant
relationship with SDT (+ve or -ve).
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